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What Does Twitter 
Mean for Marketers?
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Everyone is tweeting these days - from movie stars, talk show hosts, and athletes to  
regular people.  Twitter’s reach and traffic is growing at an exponential rate (1382% growth 
year over year according to Nielsen):

Many marketers have taken notice.  But what exactly does Twitter mean for marketers?  Is there a genuine opportunity for marketers to tap 
into the site’s massive user base?   It turns out that Twitter has implications that are affecting search marketing, marketing research, brand-
ing, reputation management, direct marketing, viral marketing and customer service. 

This white paper will outline how marketers can incorporate Twitter into each pillar of their current online marketing mix, as well as speculate 
as to what the future could hold for marketing via Twitter.

What Twitter Means for Search
Twitter is essentially an accelerated content distribution channel.  The concept of “re-tweets” allows the promotion of your message back 
to the content source you linked to.  Depending on who re-tweets your link, you could see a snowball effect that results in more and more 
SEO-valuable incoming links.

Twitter today is valuable for keyword mining and topic classification in building paid/natural search keyword lists.  Twitter can help you 
capture and discern consumer sentiment, which can inform keyword builds and search campaign account structure.  For instance, a retailer 
could track a certain portfolio of keywords such as “pants,” “sweaters,” “shirts,” “jeans,” and brand terms.  When tweets match up with the 
selected keywords, real time information can help fuel search campaigns. If a contestant on American Idol popularizes a cut of jeans or a 
photograph in Vogue hits the newsstands with a new style, these words could be fed directly into a parsing mechanism and alerts can be 
sent out to bid up/down on certain keywords.  These alerts can be initiated  if there is a high volume of negative keywords about a given 
brand, which can in turn signal and inform a  paid search reputation management campaign.  The bottom line is that today, the power of 
Twitter is not the site itself, but the tools that interact with the information, parsing it into useful and actionable insights.

You can’t currently bid on keywords in Twitter Search.  If you could, it would be a great reputation management tool.  People use Twitter 
Search to see what their peers are saying about products- like an accelerated product review engine.  In the future, perhaps advertisers 
could counteract bad chatter/proactively get in front of chatter about their products with an ad triggered by a Twitter search on their brand/
product name.  Maybe the ad could help influence perceptions and drive clicks back to the advertiser’s site.  Those clicks are qualified  
because the searcher is already doing research on your product.  

What Twitter Means for Market Research
Companies in every sector spend millions of dollars each year to better understand their customers.   To drive growth and create differentia-
tion beyond product offering, a company needs to develop actionable value propositions for targeted segments.  Twitter is being used to 
generate consumer driven innovations- from asking brand followers for new product suggestions to asking followers the best distribution 
channels for products.  The detailed nuances in the insights you can develop from a market research surrogate like Twitter can often supple-
ment formal research.   Surrogate models that capture and codify sentiment/online buzz expedite the search for promising insights.  Twitter 
can also be used to get an idea of how your consumers are reacting to rival brands.  From a search marketing perspective, Twitter insights 
can aid in creating the consumer journey, which is the key to building an actionable foundation for a successful performance marketing cam-
paign.  

Rank Site Feb 08 Feb 09 % Growth

1 Twitter.com 475,000 7,038,000 1382%

2 Zimbio 809,000 2,752,000 240%

3 Facebook 20,043,000 65,704,000 228%

4 Multiply 821,000 2,394,000 192%

5 Wikia 1,381,000 3,758,000 172%

Source:  Nelsen NetView 2/09, U.S. Home and Work 
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What Twitter Means for Branding/Reputation Management 
How your brand is defined is now in the hands of consumers.  Twitter can help with brand reputation management in a few different ways.  
The first is aiding brand marketers in mining competitive insights for more productive sales/marketing.  Analysis of sources at the venue and 
audience level can inform targeting and messaging, in addition to informing you of positive (or negative) things people are saying about your 
brand.  This intelligence could inform natural or paid search reputation management strategies.

Peer product reviews play a huge part in influencing a purchase.  Twitter is a more immediate and accessible medium for consumers to find 
critical product information from their peers.  Everything from the quality, availability, and price of the product is exposed in Twitter “micro-
reviews,” which may increase/decrease a consumer’s inclination to purchase.  Some tweets may link to important product reviews as well.  
Marketers should monitor Twitter for brand evangelists and follow those brand evangelists.  Marketers should also periodically reach out to 
their Twitter brand evangelists to influence how they are talking about your product.  After all, people on Twitter are more likely to believe 
what their peers are saying about a brand than what the brand itself is saying. 

Brands can also use Twitter to better dominate the SERP.  For instance, bag manufacturer Timbuk2 leverages Twitter for reputation man-
agement.  If you query “timbuk2” on Google, you’ll see that apart from the variety of online retailers carrying the brand’s products, the first 
30 search results are populated by Timbuk2’s YouTube, Flickr, and Twitter pages. They’ve increased their chances of blotting out the pres-
ence of a negative news story to appear on the SERP. 

The bottom line is that it’s important to realize that you can no longer focus solely on marketing channels where you control your brand’s 
message.  Marketers need to think about how Twitter and the various social media channels/Web sites where consumers are talking about 
your brand are aligned with how you want your brand to be perceived. 

What Twitter Means for Direct Marketing
Twitter can send a lot of traffic to your site in real time.  For instance, if you introduce a new product, press release, or promotion on Twit-
ter, you can watch in real-time as it gets re-tweeted throughout the world and traffic to your site around that product or promotion jumps.  
As these re-tweets happen, more links are built on blogs and other sites that drive traffic to your native site.  Twitter can be used for timely 
sales/specials, event announcements, newsletter pushes, and directly messaging content.

Comparison shopping and deal sites are a critical part of e-commerce.  People love a good deal, and millions of searchers routinely check 
deal and coupon sites like Slickdeals.net to save money and feed the need to consume.  With a real-time search engine like Twitter, news of 
a sale or special offer can explode in a matter of minutes, and the comments will certainly contain several key pieces of information shoppers 
need to influence their decision to buy.

For example, Timbuk2’s Twitter presence affords the opportunity to communicate sales promotions and generate sales for select products.    
Timbuk2 uses their Facebook page paired with tweets to announce sales, both of which provide links to the product on their site.  This form 
of direct marketing isn’t as relationship oriented as email, but it’s complementary.  Not everyone is on a company’s mailing list , but anyone 
can follow a brand on Twitter or Facebook.

In addition, Twitter gives marketers insight into consumers’ unique motivations and interests at a deep enough level to drive highly custom-
ized, relevant advertising messages.  Imagine using social listening tools to inform multichannel marketing strategies that create buzz, leads 
and sales.

Effective direct marketing adapts to ever-evolving message delivery options, uncovering new growth opportunities with ever increasing 
velocity.  The new direct marketing planning model incorporates customer, content and accountability management to create demand and 
optimize value-based relationships with smaller audience segments, generating measureable Return on Marketing Investment in the short 
and long term.  

What Twitter Means for Viral Marketing
Baskin-Robbins is a great example of a brand that successfully  
leveraged Twitter to push a promotion, namely their “31 cent scoop,” 
viral.  On April 29, 2009 from 5-10 p.m. local time, Baskin-Robbins  
planned to sell scoops of ice cream for 31 cents with proceeds  
going towards a $100,000 donation to the National Volunteer Fire  
Council.  Baskin-Robbins recognized early on that conversations  
about its “31 cent scoop” promo would be taking place on Facebook  
and Twitter.  As the promotion launch date grew closer, Baskin-Robbins  
sought to foster that conversation.  To create buzz, Baskin-Robbins set  
up a Facebook event page and participated in the online buzz through  
its Twitter page.  It responded to excited user tweets about the event,  
re-tweeted pictures posted on TweetPic, and answered questions for  
curious consumers:
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As the event kicked off, tweets with keywords like “Baskin Robbins” or “31 cent” skyrocketed, peaking at 8 p.m. with .12 percent of all tweet 
volume.  Later that night, as consumers were gobbling up the last of the 31 cents scoops, the tweets started to taper off quickly, returning 
to pre-event volumes by midday on the 30th. (according to twist.flaptor.com)

Long-term benefits around the viral push include Baskin Robbins gaining Twitter followers (5,000+ as of May 2009), all of who will be 
notified of Baskin-Robbins’ Twitter activity.  Baskin Robbins was able to measure success of the 31 cents scoop campaign by seeing who 
tweeted before and after the event to draw a direct line between online marketing and offline sales.  They also now have what is  
essentially a Twitter focus group to ask about favorite flavors/products and get direct consumer input without spending tons of cash  
on marketing research.  And they have a wider audience to solve consumer issues and gain insights into what they’re doing right.

After successfully using Twitter to promote the “31 cent scoop” event, it would have been easy to just let the account drop off.  However, 
Baskin-Robbins has capitalized on its moment in the Twitter spotlight and continued the conversation with its engaged customers.  Since 
the promotion, Baskin Robbins has done several things including asking trivia questions via Twitter and sending a Baskin-Robbins gift 
certificate to the first person to reply with the correct answer, sending out happy birthday wishes, notifying Twitter followers of additional 
promotions, sending out new store opening information, responding to customer issues and complaints, and tapping into its valuable free 
online focus group.

What Twitter Means for Customer Service
Timbuk2 does a very effective job in actively monitoring their brand on Twitter.  For instance, take a few examples of their Twitter dialogue 
with customers:

The Twitter user Mrmintoo directs an @mention to Timbuk2 (a hyperlinked means of directing a tweet to another Twitter user or mentioning 
another user in a tweet) asking if they will make another eyeglass case.  Aside from the grammar, this user is leveraging the power  
of Twitter to directly communicate with a company, wondering if a product they no longer manufacture/sell will ever be released again.  
Timbuk2 casually responds to Mintoo, stating that they couldn’t “dig a case up for [him]”, and are “not sure if [they’ll] make them again.”   
This trite exchange actually does a couple of things for Timbuk2.  It provides them awareness of a product need (or new interest in a  
previously discontinued product), which may or may not help to inform a future roadmap of product production.  The formal response to the 
customer also likely makes Mrmintoo feel warm and fuzzy (a direct tweet response to him is without the hassle of a potentially longer email), 
reinforcing their dedication to customer satisfaction, even if they can’t sell a particularly interested party a product, by having this appear as 
a public tweet.

Here’s another instance of communication between customer and company:

This one is a bit different. Twitter user, Flatrabbit, doesn’t actually address @timbuk2; he merely mentions the company’s name in a tweet.  
Someone mentions something about Timbuk2, and Timbuk2 sees this as an opportunity to not only manage their reputation, but support a 
customer that wasn’t even directly communicating for aid.  Several services are available that can track keyword mentions (like Tweetbeep, 
Monittor and even Twitter Search).  

Another company that has received praise for their use of customer service on Twitter is Comcast.  Comcast has a team of customer 
service reps who proactively monitor what their customers are saying about them.  In January 2009, BusinessWeek featured an article on 
Comcast’s Director of Digital Care, Frank Eliason. Calling him Comcast’s Twitter Man, the article considered Mr. Eliason “the most famous 
customer service manager in the U.S., possibly in the world.” 
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By proactively addressing customer complaints and feedback in real-time, Comcast and Timbuk2 are able to manage their brands on  
Twitter in real-time.  Comcast has had to operationalize this customer service model within their organization in order for this to work, but  
it pays huge dividends in customer satisfaction points.

In summary, savvy online marketers are using Twitter to inform search marketing strategies, conduct consumer research, and manage their 
reputation and customer relationships.  Just like search or display, Twitter needs to be part of every online marketer’s toolkit.

The Future of Twitter
While it’s true that a remarkable amount of information can be found within a tweet (URLs to similar topics, real-time commentary, and 
relating facts), how practical would the results of a Twitter-like search engine really be?  As it stands today, the Twitter search feature leaves 
much to be desired, but is a great way to monitor current events and topical trends from the fingers of the human conscious.  When major 
news stories break (and sometimes even break on Twitter) you can see the near immediate reaction from the microblog scene.  

However, there are problems with “real-time” search.  “Real-time” must be balanced with relevancy.  Searchers don’t always want the latest 
tweet because there could be a much more informative or relevant tweet that happened seconds before.  There’s also the problem of 
integrity; just because several people echo something, doesn’t make it true.  People often question the integrity of Wikipedia content and 
many academic institutions ban it as a citable information source.  The question of information integrity is a dilemma Twitter shares with any 
user generated content site.

Let’s suppose that in an ideal world all the information that comes through Twitter is based on truth.  How would a search engine trying to 
incorporate real-time Twitter content grade the value and quality of each tweet to rank tweets?  User authority could be established over 
time based on a system of votes of confidence, but that would create an environment where the user, not the information, defines quality 
and relevance.

Perhaps we use something other than user authority, such as allowing people to vote on comments, Digg style.  That way, when someone 
queries the real-time search engine, they find the most popular tweets first.  However, this creates three new problems: (1) people tend to 
vote up funny or humorous comments, (2) spammers artificially vote up content, and (3) popular topics will linger in the results.  Over time 
(meaning a day or two), the popular tweets would continually build up and fill the top results, moving the results outside the window of  
real-time, and becoming more like the search we know today.

This paradox highlights an inherent problem with a true real-time search engine.  Information needs time to grow in authority, much like the 
process of building natural content links, and real-time search results can only be snapshots of that moment in search history, soon to be 
bumped off by the next batch of tweets.

This could mean that the search results page will be a vertical aggregator of information- pulling pieces from authority sites related to the 
query, social media platforms, and traditional search properties.  One great example of this evolution in action is the Ask.com results for 
high-volume queries like “U2.”  The first listing is pieced together from several information sources, and the right side of the page lists quick 
links to the Wikipedia page, songs, and pictures.  The true natural listings appear lower on the page and are just one piece of the whole U2 
query result.  

Contrast this with the Google results, where the entire page is natural listings with a few video and blog links thrown in.  Both engines are 
working toward the integration of Twitter-like information into the search results, but from different ends.  At some point, they should reach 
a middle ground where the traditional natural listings and the social media listings are shown side by side.  This creates a better searcher 
experience and will surely grow share for whichever search engine could pull it off.  For example, if you watch “House,” you’ll remember the 
episode that set the Web abuzz when Lawrence Kutner, Kal Penn’s character, was suddenly killed-off the show.  When Kutner died, “House” 
viewers turned to Google for answers.  In fact, 22 of the top 25 hottest keywords on Google the night the episode aired were related to 
Kutner’s death.

But all those people searching Google on these terms at this time weren’t getting the best user experience on the SERP.  The first page on 
Google contained no results relating to Kutner’s death.  Over on Twitter’s real-time search, it was a different story.  In fact, you had to refresh 
your search results several times to stay current with the latest tweets about Kutner’s death.  Google’s spiders are fast and within a couple 
hours Google had indexed and ranked blogs and other news stories about Kutner’s death.  But Google’s spiders weren’t fast enough to 
satisfy the massive searcher demand in the minutes directly after Kal Penn’s surprising exit.  Twitter on the Google SERP changes that.  

Conclusion
While Twitter may not be the be-all and end-all Google killer from a natural search perspective, social media sites will certainly play an  
increasing role on the Google SERP.  Over time, more Twitter results will likely be supplemental or nestled within the traditional search  
content.  The bottom line is that real-time search will need to get more sophisticated in terms of finding a balance between providing  
the most relevant and the most recent content/information.
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About Performics
Methodically innovative, Performics  
uses the digital building blocks of  
search to create a future-forward media 
opportunities designed to acquire and 
convert consumers.  As the industry’s 
performance marketing agency of choice, 
Performics shapes how consumers  
engage with advertisers online; we  
are impassioned visionaries who use struc-
tured approaches to anticipate and gener-
ate new experiences, and leverage those 
events to drive ROI.

www.performics.com 
blog.performics.com 
Twitter: performics


